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ABSTRACT 

 

The Apriori algorithms is a most powerful and influential algorithm used in mining of association rules. This works on 

the concept of identifying the frequent datasets from some transactional database. Some association rules are derived 

from these frequent sets, these derived rules must satisfy some criteria like minimum support value and confidence 

threshold etc. [1, 2]. The large batches of data need to be refined and filter to make use of it for some specific purposes. 

These purposes can be helpful in decision making processes of business environments. Useful patterns can be searched in 

large data batches which can further be used in business to learn more about the customers so that more useful and 

effective marketing strategies can be developed, cost can be reduced and sales can be increased. In this paper, we will 

study the analytical approach generally called frequent pattern mining, previously known as ‘association’ and explain 

study of how association rules are generated using the concept of Apriori Algorithm. 

Keywords: frequent patterns, support, confidence, Apriori algorithm, association rule. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Data Mining has a very good method of extracting frequent patterns from the huge databases [2]. These frequent patterns 

are basically frequent itemsets which have high frequency in large databases. Frequent pattern mining now can be 

defined as data mining technique which aims in developing or extracting frequent itemsets from a data base [3, 4]. These 

frequent itemsets plays an important role various data Mining jobs and are in relation with interesting patterns in the data 

such as association rules.     

The technique of frequent pattern mining is concerned with the item sets are found in various types of databases like 

relational, transactional and data repositories, it extracts frequent patterns from such sources [5, 6].  Provided a set of 

transactions this technique focus to develop some association rules based on presence of a particular item based on 

presence of some other item [7]. 

Concept of frequent pattern mining can be clearer with an example. Whenever we visit to some grocery shop, we 

generally have a list of out required items to purchase. On the other side grocery owner has some other list depending on 

preference of the visiting customers. A customer should buy healthy items for the food whereas a bachelor would like to 

purchase beer and chips etc. The problem is to understand this buying pattern of the customers which can increase the 

sales rate of the business by various methods. Suppose item X and item Y are member of a single purchase transaction. 

• Both the items X and Y can be placed in a row to promote the sale of one item with another. 

• Various offers or discounts can apply to one out of two products. 

• Some promotional advertisement can be done like in catalogue design both products (X and Y) can present 

together with offers. 

• Both products X and Y can be combined in development of new product like X in flavour of Y. 

Now after understanding the frequent patterns the problem is to how do we uncover associations between the products 

[8]. 

 

Association Rule Generation 

 

The Analysis for Association rule [9] is a technique to discover how items are associated within the transaction. 

Following are the three ways to find association among items. 
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(i) Support: Let us for example item X and item Y appears frequently together in the transactional database. This 

frequency can be quantified using the metric support [10, 21]. 

Support of an itemset can easily be calculated by dividing transactions containing itemset with total transactions.  

 

𝐒𝐮𝐩𝐩𝐨𝐫𝐭 (𝐗→𝐘): =
        Transaction with X and Y             

Total Transactions
 

 

                                                                   

(ii) Confidence:   This calculates how likely both items X and Y purchased together.  Transactions having both items (X 

and Y) are divided with transactions having item X only [10]. 

 

𝐂𝐨𝐧𝐟𝐢𝐝𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐞 (𝐗→𝐘) =
           Support of XUY             

Support of X
 

 

                                                 

One of the drawback of confidence is that it sometimes only present the popularity of  item X but not of item Y. 

Accounting the popularity of both items we use another measure also known as lift. 

 

(iii) Lift: This measure controls the popularity of items when purchased together. It basically indicate how likely one item 

(Y) is purchased with another item (X) and controls popularity of first item. 

 

  

𝐋𝐢𝐟𝐭 (𝐗→𝐘) :       =
             Support of items (X, Y)              

Support X ∗  Support Y 
 

            

                                                        

The calculated lift value states how likely items are purchased together.  

• Lift value 0 → indicates no association between items. 

• Lift value > 1 → Y more likely with X. 

• Lift value < 1 → Y is not likely with X. 

Let us explain these terms using a transactional database, suppose we have a transaction database of few products like 

milk, bread, butter and beer. Table below show the few transactions of these items from a database. 

 

 

Transaction ID Milk Bread Butter Beer 

1 Y N N N 

2 N Y N N 

3 N Y N N 

4 Y Y Y Y 

5 Y Y Y N 

6 Y Y Y N 

    Table 1: Transaction Database  

 

In the table above a transaction database is shown containing six transactions of items milk, bread, butter and beer.  

Support(X): Transactions with (X) \ Total transactions. 
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Table 2: Support of Individual Item.   Fig.1 Calculated Support of Items. 

 

Support (Milk → Bread) is 0.5 means that bread and butter are purchased simultaneously 50% of all the transactions. 

Three transactions out of six have entry Y for bread and butter. 

Confidence (Milk → Bread) is 0.75 means that if 100 transactions contain the item Milk then out of these 75 transactions 

also contains the item Bread. 

 

Transaction Support Confidence lift 

Milk → Bread 0.5 0.75 1.04 

Milk → Butter 0.3 0.5 1.66 

Milk → Beer 0.16 0.25 0.88 

     

Table 3: Three Association Rule. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Association between Items 

 

Table 3 shows the three association rules [11, 12] with their support, confidence and lift values calculated. The value 

calculated of measure lift defines the likeliness of items as in our fig. 2 shows that Milk → Bread has lift value greater 

than 1 which means that customer like to buy bread when he purchases milk. If this value is below 1 then one item is 

Item Support 

Milk 0.6 

Bread 0.8 

Butter 0.5 

Beer 0.3 
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unlikely purchased with another e.g. Milk → Beer in example. Lift value equals to 1 implies that there is no association 

between the items. 

Here from table 3 it is clear that Milk is having good association with bread and butter and their sales can be promoted by 

placing the items together or some other sales promotion offers can be applied as customer who purchases milk likely to 

purchase bread and butter also. 

Association rule mining is a two-step process which says that first discover all the frequents itemsets and then develop an 

association rule with discovered itemsets. 

 

Apriori Algorithm: A frequent pattern mining technique, Apriori is the first frequent pattern mining algorithm 

discovered by R Agrawal and R Srikant which works in two phases known as join and prune [12]. It used iterative 

approach and reduces the search space for discovering the frequent pattern itemsets. Here are few steps which explain the 

working of algorithm: 

Join Phase: Suppose k itemsets are given in the transaction database, then output of this step will be k+1 itemsets after 

joining each item with itself. 

Prune Phase: A minimum support threshold is defined here and the items are scanned for their count in the database. If 

any item is found with less value then min support value it is called infrequent and not included in the itemset. This step 

removes the infrequent itemsets and minimizes the search space. 

Detailed steps explaining Apriori method 

Step 1) During first iteration each itemset is consider to have one item and algorithm count the occurrence of each item in 

the database. 

Step 2) Define a minimum support value here and itemsets having greater and equal count to minimum support value are 

selected for next iteration. Itemsets with less count are discarded or pruned. 

Step 3) Next itemsets with 2-items are discovered with frequent items. For this in join step 2-itemset is discovered by 

combining the items by itself. 

Step 4) Here the 2-itemset sets are pruned comparing with minimum support value. Itemsets having support value less 

than the minimum support value are removed. Now the result contains only the frequent 2-itemsets. 

  Step 5) In the next iteration 3-itemset is formed with join and prune method. This step also applies the anti-monotone 

property which implies that if a subset is frequent then all its supersets are frequent otherwise discard the itemset and its 

supersets. While discovering 3-itemsets all its subsets of 2-itemsets must fall in minimum support criteria. 

Step 6) Next step discovers the 4-itemsets using 3-itemsets and applying join and prune method similarly in step 5. The 

algorithm will stop when most frequent itemsets are discovered [13, 14]     . 

Explanation of the steps of Apriori with an example: let’s assume the minimum support threshold value 50% and 

confidence threshold is 60%. 

 

Transactions List of Items 

T1 i1, i2, i3, i5 

T2 i2, i3, i4  

T3 i4 

T4 i1, i2, i4, i5 

T5 i1, i2, i3 

T6 i1, i2, i3, i4 

 

Table 4: Transaction Database with itemset 

Here already defined minimum support threshold value is 50% i.e., .5 * 6 = 3.    

Step 1) Count every item of database is i1 = 4, count of i2 is 5, count of i3 is 4, count of i4 is 4 and count of i5 is 2.  

Step 2) Now in the prune step we can discard the item i5 which is having less support value than the defined support 

value. 
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Step 3) Apply the join step and discover the 2-itemset. 

 

2-itemsets Count in Transaction Database 

i1, i2 4 

i1, i3 3 

i1, i4 2 

i2, i3 4 

i2, i4 3 

i3, i4 2 

Table 6: 2-itemsets with count in data base. 

 

Step 4) Apply pruning in above table and remove the itemsets which are less than the minimum support threshold value 

i.e. {i1, i4} and {i3, i4} have count 2 which is less than 3. 

Step 5) From above table discovers the 3-itemset now their respective counts in the transaction database [15]. 

 

3-itemset Count in transaction database. 

i1, i2, i3 3 

i1, i2, i4 2 

i1, i3, i4 1 

i2, i3, i4 2 

Table 7: 3-itemset with count value. 

 

Step 6) Now apply the pruning on above table and discover that only one 3-itemset i.e. {i1, i2, i3} is there having support 

value greater than the minimum support threshold all other itemsets are removed. 

Now discover the association rule from the above discovered 3-itemset {i1, i2, i3}  

Discovered association rule are (i1, i2) → (i3) having confidence 75%.  

 (Support (i1, i2, i3) / support (i1, i2) = (3/ 4)* 100 = 75%) 

 

 
    Fig. 3 Association rules with confidence. 

 

From above figure it is clear that the association rules discovered meet the criteria of having confidence value more or 

equal to 60 % 

• (i1, i3) → (i2) having confidence 100%     

• (i2, i3) → (i1) having Confidence 75%. 

• (i1) → (i2, i3) having confidence 75%. 
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• (i2) → (i1, i3) having Confidence 60%. 

• (i3) => (i1, i2) having Confidence 75%. 

 

HOW DOES PATTERN MINING SUPPORT BUSINESS ANALYSIS? 

 

Pattern Mining is applied in business analysis processes and plays important role in making business decisions. This 

method is applied for data analysis of various business activities in organizations like 

1. To analyse the items which are purchased together in a single cart or basket [16]. Association between items of a 

single cart is analysed for association e.g. between bread and butter purchased together in above transaction database 

this is known as Basket Data Analysis. 

2.   To analyse cross marketing and selling with other business organizations which also complement your own 

business [17]. For example, a motor spare part company also promote business of car painting goods as both have 

common final application. 

3. Identification of association between items also helps in designing catalogue of companies. Related items can 

be shown on such catalogue to attract customers and promote the business.  

4. Association also plays important role in medical treatments for e.g. association between various diseases which 

are likely to be occurring simultaneously or in a sequence [18] can help in treatments patients.  

 

These association rules can be applied to business functions and sales can be promoted let’s understand the concept with 

following two examples  

In the first example owner of a retail store wants to grow up his store sales by offering various offers to his customers. 

For the same purpose he wants to conduct a cart\basket data survey. Here the basket data analysis helps him finding out 

the associated items which are frequently bought together by a customer like e.g. bread and butter are bought together 

frequently in a single purchase. Now the store owner can make various decisions depending on this basket data analysis 

like “What will be the sequence of items placement in store” [20]. He can decide what offer to be given on items if 

purchased together e.g., if item bread is purchased customer will get some discount on butter. This type of analysis on 

items bought together will definitely increase the sales. 

In second example a bank marketing manager wants to conduct an analysis that which product or services of bank are 

bought together or sequentially. The purchase data of bank customers are presented as a transaction database so that the 

sequentially bought products and services can be identified easily and applied for sales promotion [20, 21]. After a proper 

transaction database analysis and based on rule generated if personal loan and credit card are frequently bought then bank 

can create an offer for his new customers that every savings customer can be cross sold with a personal loan and credit 

card. This will definitely drive bank sales and revenue. 

 

CONCLUSION  

Frequent pattern mining is a strong approach to grow the business with application of various association rules extracted. 

It is easy to understand and implement. Apriori algorithm is a good method to extract the association rules on some 

transactional database, but it has limitations like if the database has large number of items, its computation rate will be 

very high.  
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